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ACTIVITY- COLOR OF THE WEEK- RED

Importance of teaching colors
Children usually learn about color during their preschool years. ...
Recognizing the colors and iden fying the color names is an important
part of a child's development. Early iden ﬁca on of colors helps to
create the cogni ve link between visual clues and words.
RED is a color which is has long wavelength thus lesser sca ering. This
is why red color can be seen from a longer distance.
Thus we start teaching of colors from red color. Red color is very much
present in our daily life and we see red colored objects everyday.
Traﬃc signal red light, tomatoes, strawberries, watermelon, chilli powder , ketchup, jam are all red in color.

Ways to teach red color to the child
Conduct a scavenger hunt with your child. Search your house for items
of red color and bring them back to the chart. Make sure you discuss the
objects and color with your child and then go searching for objects of
same color.
You can use the fruits and vegetables in your fridge to play a game
where your child names the fruit or vegetable and then names its color
as red.
Using color ﬂashcards: provide your child with ﬂash cards that they
can match to the red
Colored objects on the chart: Prepare a pile of pictures (red colour)
taken from variety of sources like newspapers, magazines, adver sing
material or even draw up some pic-tures. Then sit with your child to
match the pictures against the color on your chart. Pain ng can be a
fun ac vity for your child plus it is a great way to help to teach your
child about red color.
NOTE: whenever the child is shown any object in red color, make sure
to apply whole language approach to the descrip on. Always say the
full sentence. Example- it is a red apple, these are red tomatoes, there
goes a red car; what a beau ful red ﬂower.
Useful links to teach the color red and the objects related to it.
h ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uGb0-BLEDWE
h ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gtNQnClufBo

